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Paul Tournier offers a variety of suggestions to help make growing old no end but a fresh
beginning, filled up with purpose and wish. becoming involved with young people and new tips;
and understanding how to pray, to meditate, to obtain wisdom, and to increasingly draw power
and motivation from the reality of divine presence and power. He suggests ways to remain
energetic, using leisure to your best advantage and not letting it turn into a tyrant. He also
provides insights on taking on new interests;
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Paul Tournier was an excellent compilator on topics that appeal him Paul Tournier was a great
compilator on subjects that charm him. And he is not afraid to reveal so. First he visited the
sociologists and discovered that they were no so not the same as the passions that he
previously as an over-all doctor.. He went here and there and gather information,then arrange it
in an application that was plausible and that produced sense. After all, both were mixed up in
welfare of the individual. And then he visited on to other disciplines. Take the time to read it,
advises Paul. others may like the book An incomparable classic - a must read for 21st hundred
years seniors Tournier's Learn to GET OLD combines psychiatric knowledge, theological
insights, and philosophical wisdom. But old age is not a thing that just one single day happens.
It is a thing that creeps in. How to face pension and leisure? How and hen? Paul recommends it
for people in their 40's--not at all too early to begin to develop healthy attitudes and practices in
preparation for "the golden years". This is the primary quid of the reserve. It is a great read with
many helpful chapters. When we are in the midst of our triumphs. It really is a fantastic and well-
written book. Know that even one day, you will not have the ability to button your clothing.
Somebody else will do it for you. Think of Einstein. I didn't read the ook because it was old and .
When he was old, he could not make the distinction between his right and his left sock. The
writer describes various approaches to preparing for later years and enjoying lifestyle to the
fullest. The great facet is that we can plan its coming! I mean, leisure may be oppressive. What
about a second career? What about a second,third,fourth marriage?We aren't eternal in this
earth. Prepare for death. I often reread it.He follows Jung. Dedicate additional time now to
lifestyle. How to define culture? When we are still young!Old age is something to be recognized..
I highly recommend it.--Methods to enrich life Paul Tournier has written a book made to enrich
the existence of every adult. This publication, although 30 years old, is a wonderful guide for
anyone concerned about the purpose of life in later years. Using leisure time most efficiently is a
discovered behavior, as is enjoying the nice of what life offers. As his publication reveals,
preparing for old age will actually make our young adulthood and also our mature years even
more rewarding because of this. I didn't read the ook since it was old and musty. Tournier
reminds us concretely and thoroughly that the time to live life to the fullest is certainly in today's,
in anticipation of a richer future. Enrich your growing older. His is sound advice and he provides
unforgettable wisdom to talk about. others may just like the this book was not what I expected. I
did send it back again. And everything that go along with it: leisure time,disease,sickness and
also death. In "Learn To GET OLD," he shares the wisdom of the art of preparing for later years, a
phenomemon that a lot of of us will experience, but also for which few of us will prepare
yourself.Then, Tournier styles some alternatives. Good Advice for THE TIMES Ahead Tournier is
a sort voice with wise advice from a reflective psychiatrist who also never lost his question at
and dedication to the human being soul. I cannot comment about the contents. Although written
decades ago and in what may seem like another era Although written decades ago and in what
might seem like another era, and internationally (Switzerland) no less, Tournier's insights are
bound by neither time nor geography. It t is practical. It is pretty large, but is filled with practical
means of looking at life whether you are youthful, in mid-existence or late-lifestyle. I adored the
wholistic watch that the author has on wellness - physical, emotional and spiritual. It really is
based on true to life cases and interactions with specialists and laypeople.World-reknowned as
a psychologist and author, Tournier's authority will come in part from his background in
psychology, practice in medicine, knowledge of humanity, and religion. Excellent book. It is so
true to life and useful in everyday existence of retirement! It provided me a whole new method of
looking at lifestyle now and in my so-called "pension" years. I highly recommend it. Wonderful



Book This is among my favorite books. Complicated to the core of your respective being. GREAT
book! We am 70. I've amassed the best books 'out right now there' on retirement, later years,
dying and death (few, as possible probably imagine), which may be the best book out right now
there on retirement and later years. For a long period I've known that my connection with later
years and the experiences of my old family and friends usually do not correlate with the hype we
go through in AARP Magazine.. I want I had been in a position to do so -- I believe my life could
have been very much better for this (although I think I've had an excellent life as it is). A Lesson
to be learned An authentic but kindly publication. Humble,understanding and incredibly human
This is the best book I have ever read on the main topic of ... This is actually the best book I have
ever read on the main topic of preparing for the senior years. Since I am right now in my 80th
calendar year, I guess I qualify. When we are earning. Dr. Simple. I've purchased copies to
provide to friends. I'll also supply my three adult kids with copies. Understand that one day, you
aren't going to have strength. It's not simply for the aged! In his prime, he could delve into the
mysteries of the universe. Therefore, in this case. As you independent book reviewer said, when
the book was initially published, everyone should read this book at age 20 and again at age 40.
Many of us pass quickly by the joys of existence in our rush to one appointment or another, one
job, one volunteer program, one sociable event, and the like. This book can be an inspiring
guideline for growing older and taking advantage of each era in our lives.
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